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FOREWORD
 

At the third Club du Sahel Conference held in Amsterdam in
 
November 1978, the meeting stressed that the main objective
 
of the development strategy for the Sahel is the increase in
 

crop production. The 1979 working calendar gives priority
 
to first generation rainfed and irrigated farming projects.
 
The Conference emphasized the need to prepare a second
 
generation programme for irrigated farming projects in 1979.
 

A mission of experts of the Club du Sahel (FAC, USAID) and of 

the C..LSS travelled to Gambia on July 28th and stayed until 

August 2nd 1979. Their purpose was to examine the present status 

of irrigation and of irrigatod farming projects in Gambir
 

with national officials, to draft an appraisal of the first
 

CILSS programme, analyse prospects and finally, compile the neces

sary materials and data for the design of a second programme
 

covering the period 1980-85.
 

To be more specific, the mission attempted
 

- To analyse the main problems encountered in the light of expe

rience gained on existing perimeters and to reveal the constraints
 

which are slowing down the development of irrigation, at farmers'
 

level, at the level of management of perimeters and at national
 

level ;
 

to make concrete proposals to abolish these constraints or
-


bridge the gaps hampering the implementation of a true irriga

tion policy.
 

- to identify studies and projects which are available or
 

underway.
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- to gather all elements of information allowing a set of new
 

projects to be identified, given the general planning work which
 

has already been undertaken by the CILSS (in particular, the
 

reports of the working group on "Irrigated Farming") and by
 

national Departments (multi-annual plans). In addition to pro

jects alrebdy available or under study, these new projects will
 

form the second generation programme-, provided that the national
 

authorities agree ;
 

- to specify the needs for executives at all levels (managers,
 

accountants, agronomic engineers, varioua technicians, advisors,
 

etc) required by this programme and define the corresponding
 

training measures
 

- to draft the chronological seauence of studies to be under

taken in order to bring each of the projects selected up to the
 

stage of feasibility or execution specifications.
 

The report ends with a short account of the main physical, popu

lation and economic data for Gambia, emphasizing the place of
 

irrigated rice in aggregate cereal production and in the natio

nal economy.
 

Proposals are made for a programme of stulies and work to be
 

implemented in the short term (1980-85) in collaboration with
 

Gambian officials ; it would constitute the second irrigated
 

farming programme of the CILSS/Club du Sahel in Gambia. This is
 

the follow up and consolidation of the first CILSS programme
 

which must be completed.
 

The report stresses the basic constraint on the development of
 

irrigated farming, the intrusion of salt water which, in the
 

dry season, can penetrate 256 km upstream from BANJUL. The
 

proposed programme is thus conditioned and entirely centered on
 

the implementation of projects for regulating the flow of the
 

Gambia river.
 

see/eoo
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It should be observed that of the three crops studied by the
 

Working Group on Irrigated Farming in 1976-77, rice wheat and
 

sugar, rice is the only crop produced and its development alone
 

is projected in the short term. It should be recalled neverthe

lezs, that a regional research and test project on irrigated
 

wheat has been proposed by t1e Group (1). Gambia will participate
 

in this project, although'the country's ecological conditions
 

are unfavourable.
 

The present report attempts faithfully to reflect information
 

and opinions of Gambian officials, as well as the contents of
 

official documents given to or consulted by the mission ; some
 

of the tables are reproduced in extenso.
 

Note (1) - Wheat project : see the document "Development of
 

irrigated farming in Senegal", CILSS/Club du Sahel,
 

October 1979, annex F.
 

.0o/seo
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
 

1 - One of the main objectives of the Gambian government and of 

the "Rural Development Programme, 1980-85", is to satisfy 

the food requirements of the population, which is growing 

on average at the fast rate of 2.8% a year (50% for the 

urban population). By contrast, foodcrop production is 

stagnant and dangerously dependent on uncertain rainfalls. 

2 - In 1979, "safe" rice production under irrigation on 2200 ha. 

of fully developed land represented only approximately 9% 

of the total cereal crop which is 72.500 tons. This situa

ion brought Gambia to request aid of 33.714 tons of cereal
 
in 1977-78; it had to import 31.900 tons of rice in 1977 ;
 
its needs for foreign food products accounted for close to
 

one third of the aggregate value of imports. Among the
 

Sahelian peoples, the Gambian is the largest rice consumer
 

at approximately 85 kgs per head and per year. Gambia devotes
 

61% 	of its farm land to groundnuts, a cash crop.
 

3-	 The assessment of the needs of a population which should 

exceed 1 million by the end of the century (i.e., 95 inhabi

tants per km2 ), necessitates the establishment in the short 

term of strict programming of foodcrops, whose quantity can 

only be secured by using intensive irrigation (demand for 

paddy rice will be 205.000 tons in the year 2000, necessi

tating approximately 23.000 ha of new land, farmed on a
 

two-crop rotation).
 

4-	 Gambia possesses approximately 81.000 hectares of land iden

tified as irrigable, and it may seem quite paradoxical, that 

a country which extends on either side of a large river has 

not used the water available for irrigation more. The basic 

reason is that the development of large perimeters is encum

bered by considerable entries of sea water, which can reach 

Kuntaur, 256 km upstream of Banjul, at the end of the dry 

season. Given these circumstances, a recent study put forward 

the hypothesis that the amount of water necessary for a 

5000 hectares perimeter would drive this "salt tongues" close 

c.o/00e
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to Georgetown, 280 km from Banjul, preventing among other
 

things the off-season operation of the Jackhally and Patchar
 

perimeters, an approximately 2600 hectare project scheduled
 

in the first CILSS programme.
 

5 - Large-scale development of irrigation necessitates the 

presence of regulating dams on the Gambia river. These dams 

are under study at the Organisation for the Development of
 

the Gambia river basin, (OMVG). The Yelitenda anti-salt
 

bridge-dam located 135 kilometers from the coast on the
 

Gambia river was brought under feasibility study in April
 

1979 and would by itself support irrigation of approximately
 

24.000 hectares of rice plantations grown under two-crop
 

rotation. The cost for this dam, whose building would last 

four years, is estimated at 9 65 million. 

6 - Two other regulating dams are envisaged in Senegal in the 

framework of the concerted development of the 
Basin under 

the aegis of the OMVG, the dam-reservoirs of KEERETI and 

SABANGALOU. 

would ,allow 29.000 hectares to be irrigatedThe Kekreti dam 

in Senegal and 24.000 hectares in Gambia ; furthermore, it 

would supply electrical power evaluated at 160 million KWH 

per year. The pre.liminary study assessed the cost of this 

dam at 9 103 million. 

The Sambangalou dam, whose study is at the same preliminary 

stage, would allow 29.000 hectares to be irrigated and 

690 million KWH of electricity to be produced per year. It 

would cost 9 143 million. 

7 - The total surface area of small irrigated perimeters existing 

; the World Bank, the People'sat present is 2780 hectares 

Republic of China and the Taiwan mission participated in
 

their development.
 
ooo Iooe
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Crop rotation has almost failed, and the cultivation inten

sity ratio is little above 1.1. The main problems met are :
 

maintenance of hydraulic networks and pumping stations, drai

ning, the agricultural calendar, the sensibility of rice to
 

cold weather and producer prices for paddy rice.
 

The Gambian authorities have decided-to rehabilitate and
 

durably consolidate these small operations in the very near
 

future. There will be no major extension of irrigated peri

meters before a decision has been taken about the regulating
 

dams on the Gambia river.
 

8 - The chief long-term objective of the proposed second genera

tion programme is to build the Yelitenda anti-salt dam
 

(in 1985), as well as three pilot hydro-agricultural deve

lopments with a total surface area of 2900 hectares. Feasi

bility studies for the two Kekreti and Sambangalou dams
 

are being continued, as well as the execution study of one
 

of them nfter optimisation of the regulating dams.
 

The programme takes account of the fact that execution and 

management of these large projects implies the drafting and 

implementation of a practical training programme, as well as
 

short missions to provide institutional support to the OMVG.
 

The programme also includes completion of the projects in
 

the first generation programme, especially the execution of
 

the Jakhally and Patchar perimeters. The provisional estimate
 

of cost is 65 million dalasis.
 

The aggregate cost of this second generation programe is
 

estimated at 405 million dalasis, i.e., approximately
 

8 186 million.
 

The cost of the Yelitende anti-salt dam accounts for 55% of
 

this high figure. At the same time, the road-bridge function
 

of this dam, the basic surveys of the Basin, the Kekreti and
 

Sambangalou surveys, and the institutional support to be
 

provided to the OMVG are of interest beyond the national
 

Gambian framework.
 

000/0". 
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- CHAPTER I -

I - ASPECTS OF GAMBIA 

1.1 - POSITION AND GEOGRAPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The Republic of Gambia extends over both sides of the
 

middle and lower Gambil river, with a surface area of 11.295
 

km2 , located between the parallels of latitude 13*3 and 13*5
 

North and the meridians of longitude 16048 and 13047 West.
 

The country, shaped like a glove finger, penetrates over
 

300 km into Senegalese territory along the river on a narrow
 

width of 24 to 48 km, reaching 70 km on the coast tt the estus

ry of the Gambia river.
 

It is an extremely flat country, barely varied by a few undu

lations which rarely exceed an altitude of 30 metres.
 

The smallest of all countries on the African continent, it is
 

an independent state, a member of the Commonwealth since 1965
 

and a Republic since 1970. The capital is Banjul. Its borders
 

with Senegal do not correspond to physical or ethnic realities.
 

They originate from colonial times.
 

1.2 - THE CLIMATE
 

Gambia is part of the Sahelian zone and is a member of
 

the Permanent Inter-State Committee for Drought Control
 

in the Sahel (CILSS) since 1974. Similarly to other
 

Sahel countries, its climate is characterised by a long dry
 

season which lasts from November until May. The rainy season
 

extends from June to October with the maximum rainfall in
 

mid-August.
 

ooo/00&
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Mean yearly rainfall is 1.100 mm in Banjul on the Atlantic
 

coast, and declines progressively toward the interior to reach
 

843 mm at Jenoi (the future dam site of Yelitenda on the
 

trans-Gambian road) and 869 mm at Sapu, close to Georgetown.
 

It then rises again to the East, up to 1053 mm at lower
 

Santa Su.
 

Rainfall is very variable from year to year as shown by the
 

rainfall diagram at Banjul from 1886 to 1977 on the next page
 

it has ranged from 600 mm during the great drought of 1973 to
 

a high of close to 2000 mm. The diagram also shows that rain

fall has been decreasing since 1875 ; a decrease of 15.5% is
 

recorded for Banjul from 1875 to 1977-


Analysis of rain distribution shows that even in August, which
 

is the crucial period for the development of crops, there is
 

often insufficient rain to permit normal growth of vegetation.
 

JU~t JULY 

Mno 

\ ." 
3000 

-- \ ~ ISOI4YETS OF MEAN MONTI1LY RAINFALL (mm) 
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ANNUAL RAINFALL (mm) AT BANJUL 1886-1977 (92years) 
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The great dispersion of rainfall in time and over space in
 

spite of relatively abundant rainfall by comparison with other
 

Sahel countries, explains why Gambian agriculture is very
 

sensitive to poor climatic conditions and why the country has
 

been so severely affected by the droughts of the past few
 

years (1). The development of irrigated farming is thus fully
 

justified.
 

The average temperature varies from 250 C in January to 30* C 

in May. However, from December to February, the minimum tempe

ratures do not reach 150 C which has an effect on the behaviour 

of plants such a rice, which are very sensitive to cold (2).
 

1.3 - POPULATION 

1.3.1-According to the 1973 census the population residing in
 

Gambia was 496.500. In 1979, the authorities estimate the popu

lacion at 572.000, i.e., an annual birth rste of 49 to 50%oand
 

a mortality rate of 29 to 30%9.
 

Note (1) - For instance, in 1978, 90% of the land planted to 

groundnuts was damaged by lack of rain (statement 

made at the Amsterdam meeting, November 1978). 

Note (2) - In December and January, the minimum mean tempera

ture in Tambacounda in Senegal (at the Eastern ex

tremity of Gambia) is 10* C.
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In these circumstances, the natural growth of the populption
 

is 2% per year, immigration is estimated to be
 

0.8% e year presently, the rate of growth of the population
 
is 2.8% per year overall. At this rate, the populetion doubles
 

every 25 years.
 

The population density is 50 inhabitants per km2 the highest
 

among the Sahel countries, and indeed in West Africa (Senegal,
 

26 inhabitants per km2 ; Mali, 5 ; Ivory Coast, 27
 

Sierra Leone, 43,0. )
 

It may be observed that the population growth rate is slightly
 

higher than was forecast in the "FAO Prospective Study" for
 

Sahel countries in 1976, which estimated total population at
 

539.000 inhabitants in 1980, with an annual rate of growth of
 

2.2% for the 1975-1980 period. Predicted food requirements
 

established in 197/ on this basis by the CILSS/Club du Sahel
 

must be increased, as well as the targets for foodcrops and
 

especially irrigated crops.
 

1.3.2- Gambian population trends
 

Population forecasts have been established on the basis
 

of two main hypotheses : a constant fertility rate, and conti

nuation of a higher rate of urban population (at a yearly rate
 

of 5%). On the basis of these forecasts the population will
 

increase to 1 million inhabitants by the turn of the century,
 

with the following breakdown
 

Total population 

(inhabitants) Rural population 

of which 

Urban population 

1973 

1990 

2000 

496.000 

793.000 

1.058.000 

372.000 

531.000 
688.000 

124.000 

262.000 

370.000 

Source : OMVG, Coode and Partners
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as
In 1979, the population was divided into ethnic groups 


follows : 

- Mandingos 42.390 - Diolas 9.5% 

- Peuls 18.3%, - Miscellaneous 14.2% 

- Ouolofs 15.7% 

1.4 - AGRICULTURE AND LIVESTOCK
 

The Gambian economy is based on groundnut and cereal
 

production and extensive cattle breeding.
 

1.4.1 - .Jgriculture : 

Groundnuts are the dominant crop. They were brought
 

into the country in the last century, and became the main crop
 

occupying 61% of cultivated land. In years with average rain

tons
falls.production is 150,000 tons, with yields of 1.5 

per hectare. It is the largest agricultural export item, and 

accounts for 90% of the country's aggregete export proceeds. 

Cotton production is very low, at some 300 tons of seed cotton. 

Traditional foodcrops cultivated in the "highlands" are millet
 

and sorghum as well as rainfed rice. In year3 of average
 

rainfall, millet and sorghum production is approximately
 

45.000 tons, occupying 23% of cultivated land, with yields of
 

1 to 1.2 tons per hectare.
 

Rice is grown mainly on the alluvial soils of the lower marsh
 

lands, or fed by rain, using the traditional method (Bantogaro),
 

Given the uncertain climatic conditions, yields vary between
 

1 and 1.2 tons per hectare. The 1971 paddy crop yielded
 

41.000 tons, while in 1973, it fell to 25-.500 tons. It was
 

42.100 tons in 1978.
 

Irrigated rice was harvested on 2200 hectares in 1978 with an
 

average yield of 4.5 tons per hectare, but its development'is
 

quite slow. The share of irrigated rice in total paddy produc

tion has not yet reached 10.000 tons.
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The table below summarizes the main agricultural data:
 

Aree Production (1000 tons)
 

Crops (hectares) [' 1976-77 1977-7E 

-Groundnuts (oil) 

Sorghum 

Enrly millet 

Lete " " 

lOboiO 

12.516 

16.145 

9.165 

61 
7 

9 

5 

169 128 

Cereels (millet + sorghum 

+ corn (42.000) 23) 45 45 

-Lowland or marshland rice 13.722 8
 

-Highland rice/Banto Faro 7.623 4 23 42
 

-Irrigated rice 1.943 1
 

Corn 4.o42 2
 

Findo 4.465 3
 

Cotton ?0,3 40,3
 

Total L78.231 ha
 

Source : National Statistical Bureau
 

Cereal production is in heavy deficit. In 1977-78, the Gambia's
 
requirements for cereal aid were 33.714 tons (1), and in 1977,
 
net rice imports were 31.900 tons (2). In 1976, the estimated
 

cost of rice imports was 9 6.322 million. Annual rice consumption
 

per head is 84.2 kg, the largest among CILSS countries (Senegal,
 

55.8 kg per head, The Gambia is in third position among West Afri
can states after Liberia and Sierra Leone (2). The percentage of
 

self-sufficiency in rice has decreased dangerously from 68.6%
 
between 1965 and 1969 to 38.9% in 1976.
 

Note (1) Figure submitted by the Gambia at the
 

3rd Club du Sahel meetinS in Amsterdam, in November 1978.
 

Note (2) Source : WARDA yearbook July 1978.
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1.4.2 - LIVESTOCK (1) 

Fpmily scale breedin, often associated with fprming, represents
 

P relatively lprge number of Pnimels estimated et 290.000 heads
 

of beef, 300.000 sheep and 300.000 goats. The size of the cattle
 

population could increase considerably in the yqars to come (close.
 

to 800.000 head in the year 2000 ?) . In addition, fPmily or
 

industrially rAised fowl should also be mentioned.
 

Estimated Gambian and freshwater fishing yields provide an -ddi

tional 20.000 tons of food on average per year. This production
 

is growing regularly.
 

1.5 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL DATA 

the Gross National Product (G.N.P.) was estimated at
In 197f, 


the various sectors as
 

follows : (2)
 

187.4 million dalasis divided among 


60 %- Agriculture, Fishing end Forestry 113.9 million, ie. 


- Industry 3.2 1.7
 

- Building 
 7.5 4 

- Transport and Commerce 36.0 19.2
 

- Administration 12.2 6.5 '
 

- Services 14.6 7.8 9
 

GNP per cepita is some 340 dal., ie. approximately 9 170. (In
 

Senegal, it is 9 300).
 

Revenues projected in the 1977-78 annual budget were 73 million
 

dalasis, and outlays 80 million dalasis. The external debt was
 

9 49.3 million as of 31.12.76.
 

Note (1) See the 1979 working documents of the Team.
 

Note (2) Presently, the Gambia grows neither wheat nor sugar cane.
 

0oo/9 0
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Exports were 106 million dalasis in 1976-77, mainly groundnut
 

derived products (oil).
 

Imports amounted to 169 million dalasis over the srne period, of
 

which alImost a third consisted of food products (4 6.5 million
 

per year for rice).
 

The 1975-1980 development plan schedules investments amounting
 

to 145 million dalasis, of which 150 in agriculture (22 million
 

dalasis).
 

1.6 - INFRASTRUCTURE AND INDUSTRY
 

Industry is practically inexistent except for groundnut preocessing
 

and a small brewery.
 

Electricity production was 27 million KWH in 1975.
 

The road network is 1300 km long, of which 200 km of tarred
 

roads. The deep wpter port at Banjul handles over 100.000 tons
 

of cargo per year. Ocean-going ships of 3000 tons and 5.5 m
 

draught can reach the groundnut shelling factory at KAUR on the
 

Gambia river, 200 km upstream from Banjul. The river can be
 

navigated up to Kuntaur, 250 km upstream from Banjul.
 

The Undum international airport, 12 km from the capital has contri

buted to the development of tourism in the country.
 

Note : 1 dalasis = approximately A 0.46 ; 9 1 = 2.2 dalasis.
 

so./ooo
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CHAPTER II
 

IRRIGATED CROPS - PRESENT STATUS
 

Rice is the largest irrigated crop. Fruit and market gardening 

crops are found only in the West of the Country, close to the 

capital, and are grown using water pumped from wells or boreholes.
 

Neither wheat nor sugar cane are produced at present in the Gambia.
 

2.1 - THE VARIOUS TYPES OF RICE CROPS
 

The Land Resources Division (Ministry of Overseas Development)
 

has established the following classification :
 

- highland rainfed rice grown in the uplands using free
 

drainsge,
 

- rainfed or "Bantafaro" rice, grown on dry hydromorphic
 

soil on low ground which is not usually submersed by the river
 

and its tributaries, and on which streaming adds to the water
 

supplied directly by rein,
 

- rice grown on freshwater marshland along the upstream
 

two thirds of the river or in marshes which are further Pway
 

from the lower bed of the river and reach various levels of
 

submersion periodically through tides and river floods,
 

- rice grown in brackish water marshes, subject to tides.
 

It is cultivated in the areas close to the estuary which ',re
 

affected by salinity and on mangrove lands. Preliminary desali

nation through the washing action of rain water is necessary
 

before sowing.
 

- rice grown on the riverbanks, in small perimeters supplied
 

by a pump irrigeted using modern techniques. This type of rice
 

growing is performed on approximately 2200 hectares.
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2,2 - PRESENT PADDY PRODUCTION AND SHORT TERM NEEDS 

2.2.1 - Paddy rice production was estimated to be 42.000 tons
 

in 1978. This increase (by comparison with, for example the 1973

74 cropvear which yielded 33.000 tons) owes more to readjustment 

of the statistical data than to an actual increase in production 

(1).
 

In 1978, 9900 tons of paddy were produced on the 2200 hectares
 

of small perimeters irrigated by pumping, ie, an average yield
 

of 4-.5 tons per hectare, in general from a.single annual crop.
 

Note (1) A recent aircraft photographic survey displayed P larger
 

surface arep of rice grown under tidal conditions. By 

contrast, the surface area of highland and lowland rain

fed rice appears to have declined greatly during the 

drought.
 

00o/00.
 



PRESENT RICE PRODUCTION IN THE GAQMIA 

Areck 

1973/74 

Yield 

(1) 

Production 

1976-77 

Nrec% 

(0" 1971 

re Yie~ld Production 
(thoussnd 

hectares) 

(tons'por 

hectnre) 

(thousr'nd 

tons) 

(thousand 

hectnres) 

ttboumqjnrl (ton, por 

hectres) hect're) 

(thous-td 

ton.,) 

Irrigated rice (Al/A2) 

Mershland rice 

1,6 3,9 

(2,6/3,3) 

6,3 1,9 2,2 11,5 (i 

(0,6/4.,O) 

9,9 

(brackish wtter) (BI) 5,0 0,7 3,5 13,8 5,0 (3) 0,7 3,5 

Marshlend rice 

fresh water (B2) 4,0 1,7 6,8 11,5 (3) 1,7 19,6 

Banto-fero (B3) 5,0 1,5 7,5 7,6 

Highland rice (Cl) 10,0 0,9 9,0 7,6 1,2 (5 9,1 

Total paddy 25,6 - 33.1 23,3 26,3 -

Husked rice production (65%) 21,5 27,4 

Imports 18,9 26,8 

Total rice consumption 40,4 54,2 

estimate 

Note : (1) Study of phase 1 (1977), based on variour sources of information.
 

(2) 4gricultural census i National Statistical Bureau of the Gambia.
 

(3) Extrapolated from the 1972 aeriAl mapping survey and the Agricultural Census Statistics (ACS).
 

(4) Yields adjusted upward by reason of the information gathered in a recent inquiry. 

(5) Average yield of bando-faro and highland rice.
 

s It should be added that net imaorts of rice amounted to 31900 tons.
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2.2.2 - Prolected demand for rice and other cereals
 

1990 2000
STATUS 

(1973-1974) I
 

rotal population ('000) 496 793 1.058
 

onsumption per head - rice 81 109 126
(1)
 
(in kg per year
 

FAO)-other 102 91 84
 
ccording to the cereals
 

183 200 210
 

%ggregate demand - rice (1) 40,4 (21,5)+ 86,5 133
 

(thousand tons) - other
 
cereals 50,7 (47,6)- 72 89
 

91,1 (69,1)+ 158,5 222
 

+ effective 1973-74 cropyear production
 

(1) 1 k of paddy = 0,65 kg of rice.
 

These projections show that even by doubling rice production 

in the coming decade (27.000 tons x 2 = 55.000 tons), the 

Gambia will nevertheless suffer a 30.000 ton rice deficit in 

1990 (or 46.000 tons of paddy).
 

Cereel self-sufficiency for the year 2000 will necessitate a
 

large effort to develop rice cultivation : demand for 13.300 tons
 

of rice, ie. 205.000 tons of paddy, could be met by planting
 

status
an additional 23.000 hectares (as compared with the 


in 1979) of which 2/3 would be cultivated under two-crop annual
 

rotation. This hypothesis corresponds to an overaege pace of
 

development of 1150 hectares per year up to the year 2000, with
 

average crop yield of 4.5 tons of paddy per irrigated hectare.
 an 


are markedly different from those established
These estimates 


by the "working group on irrigated farming of the CILSS/Club
 

du Sahel in 1976-77, which corresponded to P low assumption.
 

*in ...
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Population growth is expected to exceed the figures set forth
 

by the FAO in its 1976 "Prospects" survey by 15 to 20%.
 

It should be recalled that, to this cereal deficit, must be
 

added 8000 to 9000 tone of' wheat in 1990 rnd over 12000 tons in
 

2000.
 

Approximptely 7000 tons of sugar are imported at present. In
 

the year 2000, demand mry be of the order of 15.000 tons.
 

2.3 - EXISTING IRRIGATION PROJECTS
 

2.3.1 - Jakhally and Petchar swamps. 

This, the largest hydro-agricultural development in the Gambia,
 

is located approximately 18 ku downstream from Georgetown. It
 

was implemented between 1950 and 1956 by the Commonirealth
 

Development Corporation and covered 2900 acres (1173 hectares)
 

of rice plantations.
 

The operation was a failure beceuse of the inadeauacy of the
 

basic studies (hydroloy ind topography), the constraints
 

associated with the labour force availability, and producer
 

prices. Deficient drainage was the main technical defect.The
 

development comprises a suction valve on the Jakhally Bolon
 

and a pumping station at Sapu, with an earth-made canml more
 

than 3 km long.
 

Intensive development of the land started using considerable
 

machinery resources. Given the poor results, the project was
 

stopped in 1956. Approximately 650 hectares are planted to
 

rainfed rice, with yields of 2 tons of paddy per hectare.
 

oo0/0o0
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In 1977, the Gambian Government took the decision to rehabili

tate this development. A feasibility study was carried out in
 

1977-78 by Louis Berger International, financed by the Gambia
 

and covering 1190 hectares in Jakhally (rehabilitation and
 

improvement) and 1431 hectares in Patchen (extension).
 

The Netherlands (1) 'agreed to finance the implementation study
 

for this development after some changes to the feasibility
 

dossier, and this phase began in the summer of 1979. On the
 

basis of the results, the Netherlands is prepared to envisage
 

financing the rehabilitation work.
 

2.3.2 - TAIWAN mission orojects
 

Between 1966 and 1974, a cooperative mission from Taiwan selec

ted P number of sites on the banks of the river ; these sites 

are close to villages and the minimum cultivable surf'ace area 

is 'Shectares. Each perimeter is divided into small allotments, 

with 15 to 25 allotments per hectare. Irrigation and drainage 

water flows from allotment to allotment by gravity. 

All inputs were supplied the first year in order to endow farmers
 

with some initial liquidity and sufficient resources to perform
 

the necessary products
maintenance and purchase themselves 


for the following crops. This system was not totally satisfac

tory and the second yearly crop was abandoned.
 

Note (1) Commitment made by the the Netherlands at the Club 

du Sahel/CILSS meeting on crop production projects, Dakar,
 

September 1978.
 

oo./.oo
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At the close of 1973, P total surface arer of 1200 hectares
 

had been developed in the two upstream Departments : the livc
 

Carthy Island Division and the Upper River Division. It iF
 

believed that approximately 901f of this surface arer coule be
 

farmed in the dry season, using the hydraulic equipment alrerdy
 

in place. This facility would allow 10.000 tons of paddy to be
 

produced per year, with an averpge yield 'f 4.5 tons of ppddy
 

per hectare and per harvest.
 

2.3.3 	- Projects financed by the World Bank
 

(ADP programme)
 

From 1973 to 1976, IBRD/IDA financed a programme whose initial
 

objective was the irrigated development of 120 hectares of land.
 

In practice, 580 hectares were developed, of which 75% is
 
farmed producing a second crop in the dry season.
 

Individual allotments are larger than those of the Taiwanese
 

perimeters ; at 8 to 15 allotments per hectare, each being
 

supplied by an independent conduit.
 

The farmer's task is to smooth the ground and take care of the
 

drainage system. The project also scheduled the creation of a
 

cooperative for each perimeter, as well as the implementation
 

of a system of agricultural credit (medium-term loans for the
 

purchase of equipmant, and seasonal credits for the purchase of
 

inputs).
 

The production potential of the small IBRD perimeters is
 

4500 tons of paddy per year (assuming a yield of 4-5 tons per
 
hectare and per crop as well as dual crop rotation on 75% of
 

the surface area).
 

2.3.4 -	Projects of the People's Republic of China 

The mission reached the Gambia in 1976, and its task will conti

nue until 1980 ; its objective is to develop 1200 hectares under
 

irrigation and to consolidate and improve these perimeters as
 

well as other existing perimeters.
 

o.o.I.o
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As of the end of 1979, epproximately 1000 hectares have been
 

developed. The mission's present emphasis is on consolidrtion
 

of these perimeters, because the implementation of new -nroj-cts
 

is impeded by land clearance problems and the provision of
 

access ways.
 

These projects are similar to those of the ADP Programme finan

ced by the World Bank. Each perimeter has P surface arer of rt
 

lenst 8 hectares. Machinery is used for clearing land, smoothing
 

plots and preparing the ground.
 

The production potential of the small Chinese perimeters is
 

estimated to amount to approximately 7500 tons per year.
 

2.3.5 - The Hydrometeorological Service programme
 

This consists essentially of rehabilitating existing perimeters
 

in 1979-80. In particular, it is intended to line 51 km of
 

irrigation channels.
 

2.3.6 - Horticultural perimeters
 

Fruit and market gardening crops are mainly grown on family
 

farms, in small gardens measuring 100 m2, watered either using
 

drawn from shallow vels.buckets or a sprinkling-can, with water 

or surface water.
 

30 hectare spray
Several horticultural projects are under way : a 

irrigation project, supervised by the Department of Agriculture 

set of small 1 hectare projects covering some 15(1) and a 


hectares...
 

Note (1) "Brikama vegetable schemes" pilot project covering
 

20 hectares, sprinkler and gravity irrigated (vege

tables and corn).
 

sooe/ooo
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Demand for vegetables and fruit will grow, es-eci±,ll, ".1.'1yo.

: " t:ic urbrm- nopu!tntion. 1. speci! e. Tort "i! a-e to '-e t'" 

.Toster the development of sto-.!! n-,.rket gardenin- "ci-e 

techniques (spray, drip-wate-ing).
:rri.-tedc~using modern 

Agricultural credit and the extension of modern techniques
 

should help farmers to obtain the necessary equipment (smell
 

motorpumps PVC piping, etc. ) e'nd to esteblish producer coopera

tives.
 

Best Availcble Documernt 

oo. I.o.
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CHAPTER III
 

III - POSSIBILITIES AND CONSTRAINT TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

IRRIGATION 

3.1 - WATER RESOURCES
 

The country lies on both sides of the Gambia river ; it forms
 

the middle and lower sections of the bagin, ev'd hps a mean
 

annual rainfall of 800 to 1100 mm. The upper basin located in
 

Guinea and Senegal has a rainfall of up to 1250 mm.
 

These abundant but seasonal water resources are difficult to
 

mobilise, whether from the river or its near-by "bolons". The
 

whole Ganbian section ot the river is subject to tides beyond
 

Fatato, and up to Goulombo, in Senegal, 526 km from Banjul
 

(see map of the river basin on the next page).
 

The average annual flow at Goulombo is 9.1 billion m3, but it
 

fluctuates ; a maximum of 14 billion m3 was recorded in 1974,
 

a minimum of only 3.8 billion m3 in 1972. The very heavy flow
 

during the rainy season, sometimes exceeding 2000 m3 per second,
 

becomes almost nil between February and June, which induces the
 

rising of the salt tongue'to beyond Xaur, located 200 km from
 

Banjul. In 1978, the salt tongue penetrated as far as Kuntaur,
 

256 km from Banjul.
 

Salinity rises upstream at a pace of about 15 to 20 km per month
 

in the dry season. Recent measurements indicate that the process 

is intensified by the withirawal of water for irrigation pur

poses. It has been assumed (I) that eachm3 per second of water 

drmmn for irrigation willincrease the speed at which salt water 

enters by 1 km per month. In these circumstances, the withdrawal 

of 10 m3/second during three months for the irrigation of 

tongue
5000 hectares (2) of rice fields, would bring the salt 


Note (1) This hypothesis was used by the Howard Humphreys
 

Associate Bureau in 1974, but it is not based on precise
 

measurements and needs to 'be confirmed.
 

(2) This area is very littlc greater than that of 
existing


Note 


developments (approximately 3000 hectares developed in
 

1979) to which should be added those in Senegal 
(900
 

hectares in 1979.)
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close to Georgetown, 280 kms from the mouth of the estuary ,nd
 

thus prevent irri-tion in the Mac Carthy Island division, and
 

especirlly the exploitotion of the Jakh1lly, Snpu, PstchAr,
 

Knur and Kuntaur projects.
 

Given these focts, and elloowing for the relative imprecision of
 

the hypothesis, the case for installing regulating dams on the
 

Gpmbip river is clear. It will be examined below in 3.3.
 

Underground wnter deposits, although not very well reconnoitred
 

could be quite large in the general water table of the extremity
 

of the continent. This wster is of good ouality and is present

.y raised through boreholes to supply the population in drinking 

water end also to irrigate several market ge.rdenin!; perimeters
 

in the Banjul region. If used rationally it should be possible
 

to avoid its contamination by the salt tongue. The present cost
 

of developing underground deposits does not allow large
 

scale development to be envisaged, and in particular, for
 

cereal production.
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THE GAJMBIA RIVER BASIN 

Legend A Niokolo KobF dam site 
0 Sambangalou dam site 

Boundary of the Gpmbia 

SM96~AL 

0 Keketi dam site 

Frontier 

river basin 

L:A 

CA' 
MAL 

tMLOMITLS) 

3.2 - SOIL RESOURCES 

3.21 - Agricultural land potential was studied in 1976-77 by 

the LRD (Land Resources Division, Ministry of Overseas Develop

ment. 18% of the land surface, ie, approximately 18000 hectare
 

is presently cultivated. The classification of soils according
 

to their suitability for cultivation is as follows
 

ooo ... o 
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Surf'ce rrer
 
(1000 hectares)
 

" Uncultivble land 355 34 

" Mrginr'lly cultivpble 126 12 

* Cultivpble, but wfith reserves 148 14 

" Cultiveble 326 32 

" Irrigpble el 

1.036 100
 

At present, P little less then 3% of irrigable land is actually 

irrigeted. Approximately 22% is farm or fellow lend ; the remain

der is used Ps pastureland in the dry season. There is thus r 

large reserve of uncultivated land. 

On the other hand, great pressure is imposed on the Uplands,
 

which are traditionally kept fallow for long periods : in the
 

last few years, fallowing hes had to be shortened, impairing
 

fertility. There is already a scarcity of land in the Mec Carthy
 

Island and in the Upper Division.
 

In general, the Gambian alluvial soils are clay with insuffi

cient natural drainage : they are perfectly suitable for rice
 

plantation, either with a submersion system, or using irrigation
 

with full control over water, and drainage. Their development
 

using rainfed cultivation is limited to the highest terrains.
 

3.2.2 - 96% of the land surface classified as irrigable (or
 

78.000 hectares of a total area of 81.000) is located in the 

two departments upstream from Mac Carthy Island and Upper Divi

sion, i.e. upstream from the Yelitenda dam site, which will
 

carry the transgambian road accross the river (see map § 3.1).
 

It should be stressed that soils subject to tidal movements and
 

on which rice is presently grown,covering approximately 9000
 

hectares and producing on sverage 10.000 tons of paddy per year,
 

are very sensitive to prolonged drought : there is a risk that
 

sulfides in the soil might change into sulphates, which would
 

induce a sudden fell of the PH down to 4 or even 3, thus steri

lizing these soils once and for all.
 

.. 0/e0
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It should therefore be kept in mind that any vrriation in the 

present flow%of weter caused by F hydraulic deveJopment, espe

cially a change in the magnitude of tides along the Gnmbinn sec

tion of the river, could entail serious chpanges in present 

farming practices (tidal effects on irrigated rice), and in the 

nature of soils which could at the limit lose all agronomic
 

velue.
 

3.3 - LARGE REGULATING DAMS PROJ!ECTED ON THE GAMBIA RIVER
 

are considered, and studied, by the Organisation for
These dams 


the Development of the Gambia river (ONVG), formed jointly by
 

Senegal and the Gnmbin. 770 of the 78o000 km2 river basin lies
 

in Senegal, 14% only in the Gambia (almost the whole country)
 

in Guinea. The largest share of water resources
and 90 


is drawn from the 'Upperbasin of Guinea, on the North side of
 

the Fouta Djalon (see map of the river basin in § 3.1.).
 

Four hydraulic dam sites are presently under study :
 

1 - The Yelitenda anti-salt dam-bridge in the Gambia. 

2 - The Niokolo Kot1 reservoir dam in Senegal. 

3 - The Kekreti reservoir dam in Senegal. 

4 - The Sambangalou dam reservoir in Senegal. 

3.3.1 - The Yelitende anti-salt dam-bridge
 

This would be located 130 km upstream from Banjul, at the
 

existing ferry crossing on the Kaolack-Farafenni-ZiguinchOr road
 

end would perform three functions :
 

- store fresh water originnting from the upper and middle
 

basin. 

- control rising salt water 

- allow a passageway for the transgambian road in addition 

the ferry) linking Dakar to the Casamance.
to 


ooo.o..
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This dE'm .lcne would Ploir Pnprxim-te v 24.000 hectrres of
 

rice to be irrirted in double P-inu-.l crn, rotation, which i!
 

in nrinciple, enough to s'tisfy the demand for rice in the
 

year 2000 (see § 2.2.2 - above).
 

The project feasibility study (1) was submitted in April 1979.
 

The don is 600 m long, is formed by a compact embankment with
 

a concrete super structure eauipped with 155 apertures for the
 

passage of floodwaters, with a nevigstio lock, fitted with
 

bottom valves for the movement of salt water upstream
 

in order to regulate upstream levels during
 

high tides at n height sufficient to maintain rice growing land
 

under water with tidal movements (ever 5000 hectares) and thus,
 

prevent their sterilisation (see § 3.2.2. above).
 

The cost of the dam estimated at 1978 prices is 138 million
 
Dalasis (US$ 65 million).. The work would take some 4 years.
 

3.3.2 - The NIOKOLO-KOBA dam
 

This reservoir dam is located in Eastern Senegal, at the border
 

of the Niokolo Koba National Park (see map in § 3.1. above),
 

This dam, 16, metres high, would create a useful reservoir of
 

180 million m3, without affecting the annual flow of the Gambia
 

river, of which the Niokolo Koba is a tributary.
 

This dam is estimated to cost US$- 3.3 million.
 

Note (.) by Coode and Partners, and Pest, Marwick, Mitchell
 

and Co, financed by the United KingdomMinistry of
 

Overseas Development. See the sketches annex Al.
 

00.0/.
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3.3.3 - THE KEMRETI DAM
 

This is also a reservoir den, locpted on the Gembin river in
 

Senegel, 60 km West of Kedougou.
 

With a reservoir at level + 80 m, its storege cepecity woule be
 

4.9 billion m3, which could be used for electricity output
 

(160 million KWH per yeer) and for -ne irription of rpprox:i

mately 60.000 hectares in Senegal.
 

Accordinr to the conclusions of the study performed under UNDP
 

auspices, the use of the Kekreti dam for irrigation and salinity
 

control -without the Yelitende anti-salt danm- would enable'.,
 

53.000 hectares to be irrigeted, of which 29.000 in Senegal and
 

24.000 in the Gambia. It would also provide a sufficient flow
 

downstream to keep the quality of the water st the level renui

red to continue irrigating upstream from PK 170 (Elephant Island
 

Division, 40 km upstream from Yelitenda, see map in chapter 1).
 

According to the UNDP (1), the advantage of this solution would
 

be to "meet the agricultural objectives of the anti-salt dam
 

without losing the rice growing marshlands in the Gambia, while
 

providing substantial irrigation in Senegal, and with the same
 

hydro-electrical output." (2).
 

The estimated cost of this dam is US$ 103 million.
 

3.3-4 - The SAMBANGALOU dam
 

This dam is also located in Senegal on the Gambia river upstream
 

from Kekreti. It would create a reservoirlthe major part of which
 

would be in Guinea. The regularised flow would be lower than at
 

Kekreti. It would allow 29.000 hectares to be irrigated and yield
 

an electricity output of 690 million KWH per year.
 

This project is estimated to cost I 143 million US.
 

Note -1- Report of the multidisciplinary multidonor UNDP mission,
 

1979.
 

Note -2- This possibility is not mentioned in COODE and PARTNERS'
 

report ; it is therefore worth examination and if
 

appropriate, confirmed by a complementmry 
studY.
 

... / 06 
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3.3.5 - Sumnmery tsble of dam characteristics
 

Potential Energy produced Cost estimate
 
irrigable Other advantages in USS million 
land(hectares 

felitenda anti-salt 

dam-bridge 24.000 Transgambian 65 

road 

qiokolo Koba Dam 12.000 - 3.3 
Kekreti Dam 53.000 160 million KWH 103 

5ambangalou Dam 29.000 690 million KWH 143 

Feasibility studies for these developments should be continued,
 

emphasizing their respective drawbacks and advantages, in order
 

to obtain a rational selection of priority projects by the OVG.
 

This choice conditions the development of irrigated farming and
 

especially rice plantations in the Gambia.
 

3.4 CONSTRAINTS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF RICE FARMING
 

Independently of the large regulating dams on the river, which
 

condition the future, the development of rice cultivation is
 

presently hindered by a number of difficulties.
 

3.4.1 - Problems related to Development Schemes
 

Pumping stations are installed along the riverbanks or on the
 

tributaries,"bolons". Motorpump units generally made in China or
 

Germeny, drive through 30 to 70 litres per second. They have
 

7.5 to 25 horsepower diesel engines and it can be observed that
 

they have a very short life, due to insufficient maintenance
 

and the effect of vibrptions. (In order to reduce costs, the
 

anti-vibration concrete support base is generally not cast).
 

.0e/°°0
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In smell Derimeters, irricption networks Pre unlined, inpdecup

tely maintained, Pnd in bad condition. There Pre mejor wpter
 

losses, and this has a serious effect on operptinr costs. It
 

is intended to line them progressively (1).
 

Drainage is often a problem because of topography and the
 

proximity of the river,especially during the reiny season. Drai

nage structures, whose construction is often left to farmers
 

have defects, and their operation in average or rainy yenrs
 

is unknown, as they have been constructed in the last five years,
 

which were very dry.
 

It should also be mentioned that weter renuire-nents for rice
 

are not sufficiently well known and this warrants thorough

going studies and experiments. At present, a rough estimate of
 

renuirements stands between 12.500 end 20.500 m3/hectare for a
 

dry season harvest. Real efficiency per plot and losses in the
 

network are both unknown.
 

3.4.2 - Farming methods and double annual crop rotation
 

During the dry season in 1978, only 1700 hectares (2) were plan

ted to off-season rice, wherens 3880 hectares could be used for
 

double cultivation.
 

Even in the rainy season, all developed tracts are not utilized :
 

2200 hectares only in 1978 (see § 2.2.1 ).
 

Farming methods for two harvest rice growing are as follows : 

. preparation of the soil by ploughing or with the rota

vator in January and July (at farmers' request) and planting of
 

seedlings.
 

Note.(l) It would be interesting to compare, from an economic
 

and technical standpoint, the various types of linings
 

(2) These 1700 hectares are the small perimeters developed
 
for channels : cement, aluminium, plastic, butyl, etc.
 

Note 


by the Taiwan mission, the ADP programme (IBRD perime

ters) and those financed by the Chinese People's 
Republi
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* replanting 15 to 25 days later (at the 4 -leaf stage
 

of growth) with a spacing of 15 x 20 cm. In practice, farmers
 

tend to prefer a 20 x 25 or 25 x 25 um sp-cing, which lowers
 

density and yield.
 

" four pass fertilizer ,pplication, weeding.
 

" harvest in November and at the end of May.
 

The main problems encountered in two-harvest cultivation of rice
 

can be summarized as follows
 

- difficulties of performing dressings at the right time, in
 

spite of the existence of an agricultural machinery centre, at
 

Sapu, and the presence of an Agricultural Assistant (AA) for
 

each centre grouping several cooperatives. The AA monitors the
 

peasants with the help of r demonstrator for each cooperative
 

(problems of maintenance of agricultural machinery, lack of srare
 

parts).
 

- the sensitivity of rice to cold from November to January,
 

which can lower yields markedly. Research is being performed
 

into cold-tolerant varieties of rice (1) which would ellow
 

seasonal cycles to be broken, while preserving the tastiness of
 

the product.
 

- delays in off-season replanting pushes harvesting back to
 

after the arrival of the first rains, causing problems of mecha

nical harvesting, decreasin. yields and mildew (2). The lag in
 

planting the second crop exposes it to the cold weather.
 

Note (1) In mid-November, the temperature fells to 150 C with
 

minima of 12* C.
 

Note (2) Varieties with a short cycle of 110 drys are thus sought:
 

V Kong Pao is P variety which fulfills these conditions
 

well, but objections are expressed as to the quality
 

of its grain.
 

o.e/oo6 
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- poor smoothing of plots, he;vry infiltrEtionc, !ncz of 

maintenance of pumpinZ units , weedin end onslaughts by grain

estin7 birds are berriers to dry season farming. Durin Z the wet
 

season, rice is subject to several diseases, end dreinpge is
 

often inedenurte during this period.
 

- lacir of credits and the low level of producer prices..
 

- competition with Troundnuts in June and July delays the
 

dry season crop end therefore,plantetion of the rviny season
 

crop*
 

In short, for the reasons strtedldouble annual harvesting has
 

failed for practicrl purposes. The cultivation intensity ratio
 

rarely exceeds 1.1. It should be observed thet the second cash
 

crop in which the farmer always places confidence is groundnuts.
 

Gambien farmers heve nonetheless proved that they crn accept the
 

discipline Pnd the efforts involved in double harvesting, end
 

that they can digest the first "technological pack&ge" very well
 

(replanting fertilizing, weeding, etc.)
 

3.4.3 - ODereting costs
 

Estimates in 1979 for-a rice field of one hectare, harvested
 

once, are as follows :
 

- soil preparation ............. 148 Dalasis per hectare
 

- seeds ..o.........o-o--o----
 21
 

- irrigation costs ............ 247
 

- fertilizer ................... 53
 
- manpower
 

291 days et 2.50 Dal/day .. 728
 

1.197 Dvlasis per hectare
 

It can thus be inferred that Pt the present market price of
 

0.44 Dalasis a kg of paddy, it is only possible to obtain a
 

positive net income with a yield superior to 2.7 tons per hec

tare.
 
o. ooo.
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3.5 - PRDSPECTS FOR OTHER IRRIGATED CROPS
 

In 1979, rice is still the only irrigated crop that is marketed
 

to any significant extent. Horticulture is still at.the handi

craft and family worker stage.
 

Nothing much has been undertaken yet in the way of agronomic
 

research to introduce raw irrigated crops into the Gambia.
 

Nevertheless, the government authorities think that it might be
 

of interest co experiment with other irrigated crops
 

a) Cereals : Wheat (for human consumption),
 

corn and sorghum (for cattle fodder).
 

Demand for wheat has been rising since 1977 (5000 tons) ; it
 

could reach 8000 or 9000 tons in 1990 and over 12.000 tons in
 

the year 2000. In this connection, we recall the interest of
 

a regional research and experiment project on irrigated wheat
 

in CILSS countries, for which proposals were made in the report
 

"Irrigated Farming in Senegal", CILSS/Club, October 1979.
 

It will soon be necessary to resort to irrigated fodder produc

tion to face the foreseeable increase in livestock numbers
 

(800.000 head toward the year 2000 ?), which will inevitably
 

groqw.in line with the population. The team had proposed the
 

figure of 16.000 hectares of cereal- foddiperimeters to be
 

prepared by the year 2000 (2).
 

b) Industrial crops such as cotton and sunflower.
 

c) Sugar cane to satisfy the population's growing demand for
 

sugar (1) (3890 tons were imported in 1975-76 and 7090 tons
 

Note (1) It should be observed that the team's 1977 projections
 

like those of FAO in 1976) are already out of date and
 

should be thoroughly updated.
 

Note (2) See the report on Irrigated Farming in Gambia, CILSS/
 

Club du Sahel (Nay 1977) page 30.
 

00o/oo.
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e11 exceed 15.000 tons)
 

and for use as beef fodder (cane stems, molasses). A sugnr.
 

perimeter of 22000 hectares could be envisaged 'fter the entry
 

into service of the regulptinm dons on the river.
 

in 1976-77 ; dermrnd in the year 2000 rzey ..

ooe/Soo
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CHAPTER IV 

IV - STATUS OF THE FIRST GENERATION PROGRA,XE 

The first CILSS programme for-the-development of irrigated farming 

in the Gsmbie is relatively limited. It includes 4 projects 

- development of the plains of Jnkhp.lly Pnd Petchnr
 

- improvement end extension of smsll irrigated perimeters
 

- infrestructures for these two projects (rice processing
 

plant, roads, etc.) 

- P study on the integrated development of the Gambia river 

basin. 

The status of this programme as of October 1979 is summarized in
 

the table at the end of the chapter. Each project will be exami

ned in deteil below.
 

4.1 - DEVELOPMEN7 OF THE PLAINS OF JAKHALLY AND PATCHAR 

This project which involves the redevelopment and extension of
 

approximately 2600 hectares net, was mentioned earlier in
 

§ 2.3.1. The study submitted by Louis Berger International is
 

under examination.
 

A new feasibility study has been undertaken by the Netherlands.
 

Approximate cost : 500.000 Delasis.
 

A preliminary estimate of the cost of development work yields a
 

figure of 65 million Dalasis, i.e. 25.000 Dalasis per hectare.
 

Observation : the salt tongua reached Kuntaur in 1978, approxi

mately 25 km downstream from the location of the project. It is
 

questionable whether a second dry season harvest can be obtained
 

on these 2600 hectares until the regulating dams enter into service.
 

.oo0/oo
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4.2 - REHABILITATTON AND ENTENSION OF SMALL PERIMETERS
 

The totel Prep of smell irrigated perimeters develoned by the
 

Tai n mission, APD/IBRD proprommes end the Chinese People's
 

Republic wes 2000 hectares in 1978 (1).
 

Nevertheless, the whole Prep eveloped wns not fnrmed ; only
 

epproximptely 1700 hectares were cultivated in the dry season
 

.
and PDproximately 200 hectares in the rriny season. 


A few new perimeters were developed by the Chinese People's
 

Republic in 1979 in the framework of that country's aid programme.
 

In 1977, P programme was devised for the improvement and exten

sion of small irrigated perimeters at an estimated cost of
 

16.3 million Dalssis (i.e,us$ 7.41 milliLon)- it involved
 

* 300.000 Dalasis
....... 


- consolidation of the existing 500 hec

tares *.................... .. , ...... 3.000.000
 

- development of a further 1000 hects- s
 

res *.... ...... ... ooo ..o,.oo, • 0 •
 

- advisory personnel services for perime

ters .............. *..... ... 


- studies ..................... 


* ... . 3.000.000
 

In 1978, this programme executed using aid provided by the
 

Chinese People's Republic included :
 

- 34 Chinese experts, of which two engineers specialised in
 

irrigation and 7 in rice cultivation;
 

Gambians, of which 10 Agricultural Assistants
 - P team of 44 


(AA);
 

Note (1) For details see annex A2 "Irrigated rice development
 

; total land surface was exactly
project in 1978" 


acres or 1998 hectares (1 acre=0. 404 7 hectares).
4939 
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- e considereble emount of mechinery, includinm in pprticular 

eleven MF 135 trectors, 130 motor-trectors, 300 motor-Dumps, 

five D4 bulldozers, etc. 

At present, the important thing is that the ections undertaken,
 

for which records, moreover, are often difficult to compile,
 

be completed in order to effectively Move to P double harvest
 

on elI developed perimeteri, end to follow up the experiments
 

now under way. The activities to be pursued crn be sunmmarized
 

as follows :
 

- drainage and improvement of levelling at a unit cost of 

700 dalasis per hectare over 1950 hectares ....... 1.370.000 dal 

- lining of main channels and repair of water 

distribution systems : 1000 dalasis per hectare .. 1.950.000 

- reinforcement of advisory staff ; first 

estimate of cost .. .......................... 3.000.000 

programme of experiments on cold-resistant 

varieties at Sapu ................................ 550.000 

- miscellaneous and contingencies ............. 730.000
 

Total = 7.600.000 Dal 

ije, 9 3.46 million US 

This figure in approximate. A short-term mission (1) could
 

draft a detailed programme of action and evaluate the specific
 

costs involved.
 

Note (1) This two week on-the-spot mission would include at
 

least one agronomic engineer and one structural engi

neer and would cost approximately 60.000 Dalasis or
 

US$ 27,000.
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4.3 -	INFRASTRUCTURE : RICE MILL AND ACCESS ROADS
 

This project, which hes not yet been set in hand, and for which
 

no financing arrpngements hve yet been made, should be inte

grated with the two preceding projects ; formulation end esti

metion could be performed during the mission proposed above.
 

A provisionl essessment of this project is
 

- Rice mill, 15.000 tons per year .. 1.760.000 Delesis or 

g 800.000 

- Ro~d infrastructure .............. 3.340.000 Delasis or 
e 1.518.000 

4.4 	- STUDIES ON THE INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAMBIA RIVER 

BASIN 

These studies are now performed under the sponsorship of the
 

Organisation for the Development of the Gsmbia river (OVG),
 

crepted in 1977 Pt Kaoleck.
 

Since 	1977, two studies heve been undertaken
 

4.4.1 - "The Gambia river basin development survey", executed
 

under UNDP sponsorship by multi-disciplinary missions, with the
 

participation of USAID end CIDA in particular. These led to
 

- an "action programme" in April 1977,
 

- in 1979, the preliminary draft of the final report ; some
 

of its conclusions on irrigation have been mentioned earlier in
 

chapter III.
 

The study process should result by end-1979 or early 1980 in
 

the definition of a "Scheme for the Development of the Gambis
 

river basin".
 

. . . e. 



4.4.2 - "Study of a dem on the Gpnbip% river estupry (Phase II) 

This feasibility study wes completed in Anril 1979 ad contrins
 

the elements pertpining to construction of nn Pnti-salt dan

bridge at Yelitende, 130 km upstream from Banjul.
 

The estimated cost of this d'r, is US$ 75 million. (See chr'.ter V
 

below).
 



- 43 -	 - THE GAMBIA -CILSS/ 	 October, 197.9CLUS DU SAHEL 
S.5STATUS OF THE CILSS FIRST GMERATION PROGRAMME 

- irrigated Farming -
I Preliminary interest, under study 
11 Harked interest, cofinancing 
III Firm commitment 

I US $ . 2.2 dalasis 

Pstimate of costs Financing REMRKS 
PROJECT housand Thousand Source Type of 

dalasis US $ interist 

1. 	Development of irri- Area: about 2 600 ha. 
Ralio in The area o;. Phases I and If already 
j-1_a.ly and Patchar studied by Louis Berger In'.. 

(1977-1978). Banjul meetin&swamps- Ist 	March, 1979. Study
 
utder9y. 

study for phases Nether- III Estimated cost (25 000 Dal. 
I, :, 1II 500 250 lands per ha. 65,000,000 Dal 

(a) 	 New feasibility 

(b) 	 Developrent of the (65,000) FRG ineres., t;ot;al Dountl 
perimetrs IFAD 11 US $ 25 -illion 

AfD3I
 
Nether- I 
lands 

Nether- etherlands will perhaps 
I=.I .Tedperi- lands finance the whole project, 
meters (well watered) depenim on the results of 

2. 	 Rehabilitation of 50 eI 

Irriated peritot-a14n 1,500 ha. study. ahe 
and the development meters - l perimeters. 
of 1,000 hectares of EM I MD has financed the axis
new perimeters ting small perimeters. 

USAID I: 	 Mixed farming for about 
US £ 3.00 X. 

7,409 ADF nI Study for sma dams. 
PRC I1 	 People's Republic of China 

interested In new small 
perimeters 

3. 	 l=1ras.ucture rel.
t;o %weTwo
 

i 	 gation rojects
described atove: 

(a) 	 a rice ml of 800 Integrated to the two pro
3ects described above15,000 ton per year

(b) 	 reabilitation of•aocess routes 	 1,518 UDP 3 Study on the development of 
4. 	 Studv on the irrig.- 11,000 USAD II the Gambia River realised 

tec oevalopment. of CIDA XXI 197E 
the Gambia River 

(a) 	 Yelitenda barrage
 
(Gambia -utua-y)
 
- Studies 75,000 UK XI Studies realised (U.Y.)
 
- Development 
 7,0 	 i aest Germany's comnitment 

.or IM 50 illion 
FXI UC 8 Illion 

UK II commitment for 
LIC million 

USAI Xin 	 USAXD commitment for
uS $ 15 million, 

but not before October 
1980 

(b)Kdkrdti and Samben
galou barrages: 
 d 

t rmany com.tte 
- phase A: prelimi- 2,290 RPA XI ICA F. 492 mllion, start
studies 

u heduled for Novembernary studies 1979
 
execution
 - phase B: 


studies, design;
 
tenders dossier
 

I P ry interest 
Senegalese and Gambia

(c) 	 Basic studies for ? FAC 
expressed by France 

sections 
- Topograpby, scale 

- Pciology,'./50,000thscale 

(1) 	 M ter plan for the ? USAI III Meeting of inerested
 
vi-le basin April 1950
donors scheduled for 

? FAC/ I 
(e) 	 Intitutional support 


to the ONVGfor USAID
 
tecbnical studies RPA I
 

UIDP I 

Best Available Docu.
 

http:j-1_a.ly
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CHAPTER V 

V - PROPOSALS FOR A SECOND GENERATION PROGRAMM (1980-C5) 

5.1 - PRFLIINARY OBSERVATIONS - ORIENTATIONS
 

The ferture of th first CILSS programme was the enphrsis on stu

dies : feasibility studies,generel surveys for the development
 

of the Gambia river bnsin, end P study on regulating dams for
 

the river.
 

These preliminary studies were and are necessary for planning
 

the development of irrigation in the Gambia.
 

The second generation programme (1980-85) will follow-up and
 

cons6lidate the first, with additional agronomic research and
 

experiments, and a start made on basic surveys which allow a
 

r.jor medium- and long-term programme for the development of
 

irrigated farming in the Gambia to be prepared.
 

The main goals of this second generation programme are as follows:
 

1- Rice self-sufficiency to be achieved by the year 2000,
 

when 205.000 tons/year of paddy will be produced (133.000 tons
 

of rice), which necessitates the development of a further
 

23.000 hectares (1) (see § 2.2.2.).
 

2 2- Large-scale deve.Kopment of irrigation will only be possible
 

after regulating dems on the Gambia river become operational,
 

which will not occur before 1985.
 

Note (1) It is implicitly taken that such P yield can only be
 

obtained on irrigated perimeters.
 

.o oo
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3- The Gpnb4p is Dart of P natural region zone (t-e river
 

bpsin) pnd is F member of the O'!VG. Its development nrogrpme
 

must take into account that of the neighbouring regions in
 

Seneg,.! ( Casamence, Sine Saloum end Eastern Seneg~l).
 

5.2 - SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.2.1 - The main recommendations (1) of the Gpmbipn Rurpl
 

Development Programme (RDP) 1980-85, are as follows :
 

1- In the field of manupl, animal drP1n or mechnnised rice 

farming, it is necessary to gather exact information on farming 

methods, modes of cultivation, work.-times, etc. 

2 - Internal problems of sm.ll irrigated perimeters : the
 

poor quality of hydraulic networks and the lack of maintenance
 

(especially Ps regards drpinage) the scattering perimeters and
 

the permanent difficulties of access, supplies of inputs and
 

marketing difficulties. All these problems appear to be causes
 

of tl'e loiw pace at which development has progressed.
 

I - Agronomic research and experimentation must be performed,
 

in particular to seek varieties of rice which resist cold ; into
 

water requirements of crops ; into planting of other irrigated
 

cereals such as wheat and corn for the development of fodder
 

cultivation for beef cattle ; and into the promotion of market
 

gardeninF.
 

In the short-term (1980-85), pending the installation
5.2.2 

on the Gambia river it is possible to
of regulating dams 


increase rice production :
 

Note (1) See "Preparation working paper N* 2, Irrier-tion
 

Development,. 1978".
 

.. o. o.o 
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1 - By developing new perimeters, drnifinr additional fresh
 

wceter from the river : however, it is known thet the salt tongue
 

will rise further as P result, and thrt rice crops hnve rlrerdy
 

been destroyed in Jarreng by the intrusion of salt Pt the end of
 

the dry season ; or
 

2 - By intensiflyinS produ6tion on existing perimeters with
 

improved use of water, but chiefly, generalising rice farming
 

during the rainy season on all developed perimeters.
 

The Gambian authorities have made their choice (1) by proposing
 

that further major extension of irrigated areas be suspended af

ter completion of the work being carried out by the Chinese mis

sion (PRC) in 1980, and that the programme of future develop

ments be worked out after, and on the basis of the results of
 

the studies on regulating dam on the Gambia river.
 

5.2.3 - A training programme should be drafted as an urgent mat

ter and implemented to secure medium and long term irrigated crop 

development. The figure of 23.000 to 24.000 hectares of new 

perimeters is a measure of the development and management effort 

to be made by the year 2000. Training will consist of on-the

spot advising services (from the pilot farmer to the higher level 

executive), and care should be taken to avoid the 1bureaucra

tisation" of advisory :staff. The present shortfall is quite large
 

(2). At least 100 miudle and upper level advisors will have to
 

be trained in the decade of the 1980's. (3)
 

Note (1) See "Irrigation Development, Preparation Working paper
 

NO 2"1 

Note (2) See the "report on training needs in the Gembia, 

CILSS/USAID/BIT mission April 1978. 

Note (3)For details.of requirements, see the report on Irri

gated Farming in the Gambia, May 1977 (indicative
 
figures).
 

o 0o/o 0o
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5.3 - YELITENDA MNTI-SALT DAY-BRIDGE AND ASSOCIATED DEVELOPMENTS 

5.3.1 - The feasibility study rvailable provides for r dr- to
 

permit irrigp.tion or enproximptely 24.000 hectares in the long
 

term. To start off, 3 IsPmple zones" rre scheduled over
 
3900 hectares :
 

- at SANKIA 900 hectp.res near Yelitendr, on the left bpnk. 

- at KAUR 350 hectares, 200 km from B~njul on the right 

brnk 

- Pt KUNTAUR 1650 hectares, 250 1cm from Banjul on the left 

bank. 

The map and table on the next page contain details of these
 

proposals.
 

5.3.2 - The main features of this programme Pre summarized in
 

the table below
 

Sank¢ia Keur unteur Total
 

-Intensity of farming (N) 100% 175c 175" 
Expected yield (tons per hectare
 

2,5 5,0 5,0 cultivated) 

13.597 20.131 -
Development cost (Del/hectare) 5.230 


Areas to be developed (hectares)
 

900 350 1.650 2.900
Phase I 


- Phase II (up to the year 2000) 2.100 8.800 10.350 21.250
 

3.000 9.150 12.000 24.150
Total(hectares) 


evelopment costs (M. Dalasis)
 

4.7 4.7 33.2 42.6
 - Phase I (as of 1978) 


- Phase II (as of 1978) 11.0 117.5 208.0 336.5
 

Total (Million Dalasia 15.7 122.2 241.2 379.1
 

Expected paddy production on
 
5.200 80.00 05.00 90.200
completion of development (tons) 


o.o .. 
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5.3.3 - The best scheduln would be to achieve simultaneously
 

the entry into service of the reculpting dam Pnd the completion
 

of Phese I of development of the three perimeters.
 

The following scenario is -ossible : from .1981 to 19A5, construc

tion of the regulating don, together with the phause I hydro

tgriculturp1 development'of the three perimeters, th~n, at the
 

beginning of 1986, entry into service of the dam, Pnd the vlpn

tstion of 2900 hectares of rice fields.
 

This scenario implies thet P choice must be made very soon as
 

to the type of regulsting dpm to be built. If the Yelitend
 

anti-selt dam is selected, the execution studies will have to
 

be undertaken very rapidly.
 

DOoo/o0o
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RECAPITULATIVE TABLE OF HlOPOSALS FOR D1VELOMET 

]EVELOPHENT SCHEME COST (D/Hoctare) YIELDS VAIIMIND rOTA1. AREA DEVELOPER SOILS CALCULATED COST OF WATER AS % OP ES I'IATED 
SAMPLE REGION PROPOSED (TONS/Ai) [NTENS COST Oi ROt)DTIOPIAI. TPICOrlE9:; YIELD 

Present RATIO 
Future. 

WATER 
(f/ln) 

IEIIEIZATE, 
PROJECT 

I1Y T1IE 

SANXWIA Dykes and valves Inventmentt 5230 0.7 2.5 100 1000ihectares As 235 30 9.1 
000 hectares Operation no 
downstream and 

from the dam laintenoncet 46 

tlnnaement 8 35 

Upstreem from Simulation of 
 1.7 1.7 10% Consorvation of axis- A 
 -

the dam tidol movements 
 ting tidal rice an
 

fields, is, npproxi- B
 

antely 11500 hectares
 

AUn Investment t13297 1.7 Rainy 175% 1 0 hectares (2 *1;4O on 75 6, 21 . 2
 

(1350 hectores) Dyka, pumping Operation 
 season hectaroe e-ould have 13 
stations, water and - 1.5 
 been developed by
 

circulation chan- maintenances 91 Dry 1901 by the pKC
 
nels and drains tInapement 1 165 season with a total 
area of
 

55 160t2fthO=12000 hec

tares).
 

KUNTAUR Investments20131 echanied 190% 
 12000 hectares (to C 9111 
 23 7.5
 
(1650 hecteres)Completely mocha- Operation Rainy season be 
divided equally D
 

nised project, in- nd 5.0 
 between the three
 

cluding pumping anintenences 317 
 Dry seamo types of farming ar
stations, water enngement 1 09 5.0 
 tr initial developme t--2
 

circulation chrn. 
 dium Scale 175% 
 1016 28
 
nsls. drain, Rainy seaso
 

preparation work 
 5.0
 

and infrastructur 
 Dry sesor
 

3.0
 

mall 175% 1202 29
 

Rainy seaso
 

4.5
 
Dry soaso
 

__________________I_______________________ 
_____ ______________ _________________________.________ 
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The estimpted cost of estpblis.ing the technicr! specificptionr
 

is epproximptely 3, of tot&l cost of wOrc, ie. 5.5 million
 

De.lesis :
 

- execution study of the den and sncillnry structures
 

4.2 million Drlpsis
 

- execution study of phe.se I hydro-egricultur.1 

developments over 2900 hectares ....... 1.3 million Dalasis 

With 0Z rate of inflationthe execution of these projects
 

between 1981 and 1985 would necessitete the following financinr:
 

1 US=2.2 Dalasis 	Cost of dams Outlays from 19$1 to 1985
 

as of 1978 million Dalasis US.$millions
 

(million Dalasii
 

egulating dam 138 	 225 105
 

Hydroagricultural
 

developments
 

(phase I, 2900
 

hectares) 42.6 70 32
 

Total 	 180.6 295 137
 

5.3.5 - The 15-year period betwiaen 1986 and 2000, would be
 

devoted to the implementation of phase II hydro-agricultural
 

developments, i.e, 21.250 hectares at an estimated cost of
 

336 million Dalasis at 1978 prices (on average, 23 million
 
Dalasis per year in 1978 prices).
 

o..0/oo
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5.4 - DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAMBIA RIVER BASIN 

Programme of bssic studies
 

OMVG member countries have begun a full development vrogrsmme
 

of land potential and hydraulic and human resources covering
 

the full 77.850 km2 of the basin, of which l4ig loceted in
 

the Gembip.
 

The studies carried out by the UNDP between 1977 end 1979 h~ve
 

exemined severel hypotheses for the development of irrigpted
 
and reinfed fprming, corresponding to several sets of options.
 
The investieptions which are continuing should soon result in
 

the definition of a development strategy.
 

Basic studies must thus be carried out no" to gain better
 

knowledge of the land, water end human potentivl of the basin.
 
The OMVG hes estpblished P programme to this e"d.
 

5.4.1 - Topozrnphy Pnd meppint 

This project would cover-the whole 77.850 km2 of the Gnmbir
 

river. The terms of reference, drafted in 1979, enumerate the
 

work to be performed :
 

I precision measurement of levels with first order chanelling 
of water along the river and second order progress in development zones 

- geodesic precision chanelling the length of the
 

river
 

- P set of serial photograhs 

- mopping of the whole basin at 1/50000
 

- mapping of development zones at 1/10000 ie, en
 

aree of approximately 100.000 hectares considered to be poten

tiplly irrigsble.
 

The maepini -nd topographic work would be performed by the
 

TNDP for the Gambian section.
 

... /n.o 
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5.4.2 - Podolor"
 

A 1/125000 scale mvp for the clessiiicption of soilr wr.s
 

established in 1973-74 by the Land Resources Division of te
 

MOD.
 

In zones considered suitabie for irritetion -ie# an area of 

epproximetely 100.000 hectares (gross) in the Gonbip - P 

1/50000 rodologica.l msp is required for the classification 

of soils in terms of their suitability for different crops, 

similar to the map drewn of the Senegal river vplley (SOD iRI 

projtct, 1973). 

We propose a two-week mission on-the-spot, comprising P
 

senior Podological engineer and P project engineer, to assist
 

Gambian personnel in drafting the terms of reference for this
 

activity.
 

5.4.3 - Hydrology
 

The hydrologicrl studies started by the UNDP programme
 

(UNDP, REG/60) including'33 measuring stations should be pur

sued.
 

This project requires support in the form of equipment and 

observation infrastructures, and in operptinp costs, over 

4 years. The cost is estimated to be US$ 300,000 (64 million 

CFA Francs). A request for financing has been submitted to
 

France (FAC) for this project.
 

5.4.4 - Agronomic research and experiments
 

A Gembian programme of agronomic research and experiments
 

should be prepared as a complement to and in close relation
 

with the work carried out in this field in the Gambia, in
 

Senegal (Djebilor), by the OVS, by the ADRAO, etc.
 

oe*/ooo
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A two-month mission of 5 experts is prcposed to this end.
 

5.4.5 - Study of the impact on the environment
 

The OMVG has established the terms of reference of a general
 

environmental survey of the Gambia river basin, including :
 

- a biological, physical and chemical research programme
 

(see the COODE AND PARTNERS Study, Volume 5, appendix C2).
 

- a programme of research into public health and animal
 

health covering in particular the effect of foreseen hydraulic
 

developments on human and Animal diseases, disease vectors,
 

epidemiology, the control of contagious diseases, sanitary
 

installations and nutrition.
 

- studies of the influence of anticipated developments
 

on the jnvironment, ecological brlance, saimal life, demogra

phy, fishing, etc.
 

As a first approximation, the estimated cost of this generel
 

environmentrl survey is between US$ 1 and 2 million.
 

5.5 - UPSTREAM DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (from the Yelitenda dem)
 

These studies relate to the two reservoir dams of KEKRETI and
 

SAMBANGALOU (see § 3.3.3 and 3o3.4 above).
 

Before envisaging their actual construLtion and seeking the
 

corresponding finance (1) the technicel and eccnomic specifi

cations must be completed, nemely, feasibility and optimizstion
 

studies of the regulpting dams.
 

Note 1 - Present estimate of cost for these two dais is
 

- Kekreti i 103 million (1974 prices)
 

- Samba.ngalou t 143 million (1974 prices)
 

... .... 
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5.5.1 - Feesibilitv studies : Iekreti end Spnbnclou 

The OMTG hes ,lreidy drfted the terms of reference defining
 

Pnd Pssessing this work. They -re summarized in the tble
 

given below 

KEMalETI SAMANGALOU 

ompiletion of basic drtP 40 50 

Topogrvphy of sites Pnd resorvoirs 200 300 

Geological studies 100 150 

Geotechnice.1 reconneissence 200 350
 

Hydrological and reguletion study 100 100
 

Studies of da.m and encillary structures 150 200
 

Study of electrical power plant P.nd high
 

voltage csbles - 150
 

60
conomic and finencisl studies 60 


Total 850 1.360
 

Generpl totel US 4 2.210.000
 

or 4.850.000 Dalesis
 

The cost of the two execution studies, to be carried out later,
 

would be similar, ie. a total of -pproximstely 4 2.2 million
 

for the two drms.
 

The fessibility studies would last for sbout two years, and
 

it is hoped thet they can be completed by 1982. Iest Germany
 

for purpose.is understood to hrve alloceted DM 4 million this 

5.5.2 - Study for the otimization of regulating dams 

This study is absolutely necessary to establish the order of
 

priority for the construction of the large hydraulic regulating
 

dams scheduled at Yeliteida, Kekreti and Ssmbangealou.
 

- . .o.o 
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A mission of experts could assist the O7VG in drpftine the
 

terms of reference of this study. Thin mission would lst
 

three weekF end include 1 project engineer, 1 civil enzineer
 

specialised in dams, 1 hydrologist and 1 agro-podologist. The
 

study would cover in particular :
 

- the rising of the salt tongue as a function of diffe

rent scenarios of regulated flows, slackwater flows and with

drawals for irrigation. 

- detailed inventory of the sites which could be developed
 

and the possible time sequence of developments.
 

- a general energy market survey for urban (Dakar, Banjul,
 

etc.), industrial (Fal6m6 mines) and agricultural reauirements.
 

- needs for agricultural products in the Gambi end Senegnl
 

(analysis by region).
 

- the list end P logical time chart of the studies to be
 

executed in the short term to complete the projects by 1990,
 

as well as the definition of associated activities to be
 

carried out (training, communications, etc.)
 

5.6 - INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT TO THE OMVG
 

At present the High Commissariat of the OVG requires institu

tionrl support of a minimum of 3 higher level experts. They
 

would help in drafting the terms of reference and the follow

up of studies, the coordination of activities in course, the
 

reception and analysis of specifications, programmine, etc.
 

5.7 - SHORT EXPERT MISSIONS
 

Several missions covering 3pecific tasks have been proposed
 

above. Other supporting missions to Gambian departments would
 

be necessary, in particular for
 

..o I. * 
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- preparin7 P 6-yerr prncticel trP.nins prorrrmme on 

irrigpted farnin: Pnd rurel develooment (1980-85), intexreted 

with Gpmbi n structures pnd existinn projects. 

- ley thi ground otr Rural Engineering Service, which 

would be responsible 'or hydro-agricultural development studies, 

cnd maneginr Vnd suoervising work. It would be the GPnbi.n 

opposite number of the 0MVG for reguleting dams end the deve

lopment of the bPsin (1). 

Note (1) The creation of P National Buresu of Irrigation, pro

posed in the Report on Irri~ated FarminS drpfted by
 

the CILSS/Club du Sphel in Mmy 1977, should doubtless
 

be envisvged Pt the end of the second programme, e.
 

in 1985, when the vnti-splt dm end te first large
 

perimeters will enter into service, by which dWte
 

existing projects will call for a solid operating end
 

manegement structure.
 

000400o
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TIM GA!IA
 

PROPOSALS FOR A SECOND PROGRAMM, 1980 - 85. 

Project title Estimrte of Costa Period 
Dalasis US$ 

,,_ _ _ _t_ ousands .housan s 
1. Yelitendp anti-selt dai bridge
 

tnd Passocipted hydro-agricultural
 

developments (phase I, 3 pilot
 

perimeters)
 

P) Execution study of the dam bridge
 

and rncillary structures. 4.200 1.910 1980
 

Study of the three pilot hydro

agricultural developments over
 

2900 hectares. 1.300 590 1980
 

b) Execution of the Yelitenda anti

salt dam-bridge. 225.000 105.000 1981-85 

Execution of the 3 pilot hydro
agricultural developments over
 

2900 hectares. 70.000 32.000 1982-85
 

2. Programme of basic surveys of
 

the Gambia river basin :
 

Topography, cartography, podology
 

hydrology, agronomic research,
 

environmental study 8.800 4.000 1980-83
 

3. Study of developments upstream
 
from Yelitenda
 

Optimization studies of regulatin
 

dams 1.100 500 1980
 

Dam feasibility studies
 

- Kekreti 1.870 850 1981-82
 

- Sambangalo 3.000 1.360 1981-82
 

Execution study for one of these
 

two dams 4.400 2.000 1984-85
 

.oo/*o.
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4. Technic.l assistpnce and other 

Institutionel support to the OITVG 

3 experts over P perioe or 4 years 3.080 1.400 l9(0-V,3 

Short expert missions 1.100 500 1980-P3 

TrPining (programme to be specifie 2.200 1.000 l9E1-F5 

5. Completion of the 1st programme
 

(pro mem.)
 

5.1- Development of Jakhally and
 

Pptchar, 2600 hectares
 

" Feasibility study : finpnced,
 

under wey p.m. p.m. 1979-80
 

" Work (dete of completion rccor

ding to the regulation study). 65.000 29.500 1991-^3
 

5.2- Rehpbilitption end extension of
 

small irrigeted perimeters 7.600 3.500 1979-41
 

5.3- Rice mill Pnd access ronds 5.100 2.320 19eI-83
 

,Totel 03.750 136.430
 

Rounded estimate of cost of the 2nd progremme
 
405 million Dalasi
 

or 186 million
 

.0o/.
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IRRIGATED RICE DEVEIPHFNT PROJECT 

IN 1978 

O 

SOCIETY ACREAGE 

1. Jarreng 50 

2. Kerr Birnn 30 

3. Ngawar 26 

4. Sotokol 39 

5. Jafal 125 

6. Kundong 104 

7. Sinchu Gundo 20 

8. Kereuan Demba Ubsi 36 

9: Kunun Ku 10 

10. Tuba Demba Sam 13 

11. Sambel Kunda 20 

12. Jehally 89.5 

13. edina NIFally 42 

14. Brlkamanding 58.6 

15. Briknmaba 14 

16. Wellingera 58.5 

17. Sarujo 96.55 

18. Kerewnn Fula Kunda 60.1 

19. Kerawan Mandeka Kunda 64 

20. Tisfa 19 

21. Slnchu Yoro 22 

22. Fulls Bentang 25 

23. Tabanani 75.5 

24. Konko Fula 4 

25. Wuring Kunds 33 

26. Tumani Fatty 10 

27. Hema 21s 

20. Faraba 52.8 

SOCIETY 

35. Puruko 

36. Tuba 

37. Sololo 

38. Bnnnnng 

39. Dnntnnto 

40. Digir Kundo 

4'. Llbrasa 
42. Kerewan Dumbokono 

43. Dobang Kundn 

44. Chagel 

1,5. Sara Pateh 

46. Sara Foffie 

47. Cha Kunda 

40. Santento 

49. Sinchang Farambe 

50. Sara Samadl 

51. Sinchu Samba Jays 

52. Silleri Kunda 

53. Sara nnwadi 

54. Batti Ndarr 

55. Waeau 

56. Jakaba 

57. K.T.R. Fula Kunda 

58. BSaigally Tends 

59. Baigslly Subs 

60. Sukuta Joke 

61. Kai 11l 
62. Jarune Kuta 

ACREAGE 
37 
13 

38 

78 

25 

20 

20 
61 

65 

32 

22 

61 

60 

31 

21 

20 

20 

28 

20 

18 

27 

21 

15 

17.5 
11 

85 

36 

12 

SOCIETY ACREAGE 

69. Snml Oea Jale 9 

70. Nedine 3 

71. Beynba 14 

72. Tandi Kunde (Mandinks) 14 

73. Knrantabe Dutokoto 14 

74. Karantaba Tobokoto 22.5 

75. Karantabs Tukulor 34 

76. Bonfany Hyelli 10 

77. Kali Kunde 22 

78. Laein Kato 9 

79. Salikenni 15 

80. Bass& 38 

81. Denfa Kunda 242 

82. Chamol 17.5 

83. Allunghari 325.5 

84. Kabe 34 

85. Numuel 60 

86. GOmbiumre 93 

87. Hale Kundm 42.1 

88. Bakadugi 27.6 

89. Kosaimar 42.5 

90. Tabaujang 40 

91. Deenbading 13 

92. Jawlmngel 20 

93. Sinch. Sare 13 

94. Koro Jule Runde 19 

95. Dembe Langel 20 

96. Sebu Sire 12 

SOCIETY 

103. Niankul 
104. Njaibi 

105. Naude 

106. Disbugu 

107. Dualisms 

108. Jakaba 

109. Passanto (Misera) 

110. Chanfally 

Ill. Dejon Kato 

112. Banni 
113. Tiabatu 

114. Kerawn 

115. Madina Kato 

116. Limbanbals Bambo 

117. Timbanbulu Jamndu 

118. Baja Kunda 

119. Tembaansang 

120. Bemba Kunde 

121. Kobe Kunda 

122. Kunden 

123. Kali Kunda 

124. Timbinto 

125. Sifula 

126. Strn. Sere 
127. Sotuma Sambs 

128. Mems Sutu 
129. Chanol Wuli 

TOTAL (acres) 

ACREAGE 

39 
14.5 

11.5 
76.6 

19 

24 

27.5 
314 
54 

15 

55 

85 
20 

16 

22.5 

26 
53 

30 

16.5 

26.5 

15 

8 

8 

11 
36 
43.8 
26 

4,939.2 

Ch 

29. Sankule Kunda 

3o. Georgetown 

31. Y.D.K. 

32. Boroba 

102 
154.6 

7 

70 

63. Hann 
6'. Jeremeh Koto 

65. Banni 

66. Kunting 

20 
36 

29.6 

36.2 

97. Prai 
90. Badar 

99. Kulari 

100. Tuba Kawau 

16.5 
23 

39 

11 

.1.998 hectares* -

33. Keaer Kunda 

34. Korop 

35 
15 

67. Dobo MW 

68. Semi edine 

18.2 
12.5 

101. 
102. 

Rarae Alpha 
Suduol 

49 
57 

1 acre - 0.4047 hs. 
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CILSS/Club du Sphel 

Irrirted F'rr.in'r / The Grmbip 

SHORT B IBLIOGRAHY 

1. 	 CILSS/Cluh du Sphel : Report on Irrirted Frrmin7 in 

the Grmbir, 1977 + Technicpl files of projects. 

2. 	Multidisciplinary mission of the UNDP:
 

- Action programme, 1977
 

- Preliminary end of mission report (25.7.1979)
 

3. 	 HO 71ARD HUIHREYS AND SONS 
- Hydrological survey of the Gembio river, 1974 
- Study of the Kekreti end Ssmbengelou dams, 1974 

4. 	COODE rnd PARTNERS
 

-	 Strudyj of the dam on the estuary of the Gembir river, 

Phase 2, 5 volumes, 1979. 

5-	 "Feasibility study o 'Jakh.lly and Pptchbr Swamps", Phases 

I end 2 Louis Berger International, 1977. 

6. Convention on the Status of the River Gembia, and conven'tion 

for the creption of the OMVG, Kaolack 1978. 

7. Rural Development Programme, 1980-85 : Irrigation Develop

ment, Preparation Working paper N02.
 

8. 3-sheet map of the Gambia, scale 1/125000th (.Ministry of
 
Overseas Development)
 

9. Executive traininC requirements for the Z978-82 period, 

report on the Gambia. 

CILSS/USAID/ILO Mission, April 1978. 


